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D We consider the Schrodinger operator H sy qq in a bounded domain D ¨ 2
dd .  . in R , d G 3, with q in the Kato class K K D and finite gauge gxs
w t .x . E exp H qX d s , where X is a Brownian motion and t is the first exit time of x 0 st
. the Brownian motion X from the domain D. Let K and G denote the Green t
D operators in D for H and , respectively. We prove that there is a positive 2
constant a such that
1
Gf, f F Kf, f F a Gf, f , . ..
a
 << << . where f is a real, measurable function for which Gf, f is finite. As a direct
consequence of this double inequality, we have that the potential Gf is in the
1. 1. Sobolev space HD if and only if Kf g HD . Q 2000 Academic Press 00
1. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES
Let d G 3 and q be a measurable function on R
d. We say that q
belongs to the Kato class K K
d if
<< qy .
lim sup dy s 0. 1 . H dy2 55 ax0 55 4 x y y xyy Fa x
dd . For a bounded domain D in R , d G 3, we say q belongs to K K D if
q1 g K K
d, with 1 the indicator function of the set D. DD
D We consider the Schrodinger operator H sy qq, where the Lapla- ¨ 2
d  22 . cian operator D s  ­ r­ x is understood in the weak or distribu- is1 i
tional sense and q is in the Kato class.
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4 d Let X s X , t G 0 be the standard Brownian motion process in R , t
d G 3, with continuous paths; P and E are the probability and expecta- xx
tion for the paths starting at x. The first exit time of the Brownian motion
X from the domain D is defined to be
4 t s inf t ) 0; X f D .2 . t
For the Feynman]Kac multiplicative functional we use the notation
t
et s exp qX d s , t ) 0. 3 .  . . H qs
0
The class of real, Borel measurable functions on a set D is denoted by
. B B D ; the subscript b denotes the subclass of bounded functions.
We will need a theorem called by Chung the Gauge Theorem. It was
wx first proved by Chung and Rao in 2 for an arbitrary bounded domain D
and bounded q.
dd . THEOREM 1.1. Let D be a boundeddomainin R , d G 3, and q g K K D .
. The following conditions on D, q are equi¨alent to each other:
.  . i Ee t k ` in D. xq
. . ii sup Ee t - `. xx q
.  . iii Ee t is continuous on D. xq
. t . iv sup E H etd t - `. xx 0 q
. v There exists a continuous function u on D such that
D
q quxs 0, x g D, . / 2
. . and 0 - inf ux- sup ux- `. xg Dx g D
wx Proof. Ref. 15 .
.  .  . REMARK 1.2. If D, q satisfies one of the conditions i ] v abo¨e, then
the Dirichlet boundary ¨alue problem for Schrodinger equation ¨
D
q quxs 0, x g D, . / 2 4 .
uxs gx, x g ­D, g g C ­D , . .  .
has the unique solution which can be expressed by
ux s Eet gX , x g D.5 . . . . gx q tENERGY INEQUALITIES 427
wx Proof. Ref. 15 .
Throughout this paper we assume that D is a bounded domain in R
d,
d.  .  . d G 3, q g K K D , and the gauge gx[ Ee t is bounded in D. xq
For each t G 0, we introduce the operators S and T as follows: for tt
. f g B B D , b
Sf x s Eet fX; t - t , x g D,6 .  . . . tx q t
and
Tf x s Ef X; t - t , x g D.7 .  . . tx t
4 . The family of operators S , t G 0 forms a semigroup on B B D , called tb
the Feynman]Kac semigroup, and for q ' 0 the Feynman]Kac semigroup
4 reduces to the semigroup of the killed Brownian motion T , t G 0. t
4 We define the potential operator K of the semigroup S ; t G 0b y t
`
K s Sd t .8 . H t
0
The potential operator K is also called the Green operator for Schrod- ¨
wx inger operator H in D. Zhao has shown in 15 under some smoothness
assumptions on the boundary ­D that the operator K is an integral
. operator with nonnegative, symmetric kernel K ?,? which is extended
continuous and finite off the diagonal. By Kf we denote the K-potential of
. f. Since the gauge g is bounded, for f g B B D the integral b
t
Ee t f X d t 9 . . . H xq t
0
is finite according to Theorem 1.1, and we have
` t
Kf x s Sf x d t s Ee t f X d t . .  . . HH tx q t
00
s Kx , yfyd y , x g D. .  . H
D
In the case when q ' 0, the Feynman]Kac semigroup is reduced to the
semigroup of killed Brownian motion
Tf x s Ef X, t - t , t ) 0, x g D, .  . tx t
and the potential operator K is reduced to the potential operator G of this
D semigroup, also called the Green operator for in D. 2VESNA PERISIC ˇ￿ 428
It is well known that the operator G is an integral operator with a
. symmetric kernel G ?,? extended continuous and finite off the diagonal.
. We denote by Gf the G-potential of f. For f g B B D , the integral b
t
Ef X d t 10 . . H xt
0
is finite and so we have
` t
Gf x s Tf x d ts Ef X d t s Gx , yfyd y . . .  .  .. HH H tx t
00 D
. . With the kernels G ?,? and K ?,? , or corresponding potentials, we
connect the notion of energy. More generally, we say that a signed
measure m, or its potential Gm, has finite G-energy if
55
2 55
2 m [ Gm s Gm, m s Gm xd m x - `,1 1  . . .  . ee H
D
55 and call m the G-energy of m or of its potential Gm. For an absolutely e
continuous measure m with density f, we use the notation as above,
. namely Gf for G-potential and Gf, f for G-energy. It can be shown using
integration by parts that
55
2 <<
2 Gm s Gm xd m x s =Gm xd x ,1 2 . . .  . e HH
DD
with = denoting the gradient operator.
Analogously, we say that a signed measure m, or its potential Km, has
finite K-energy if
<< << K m xd m x - `.1 3 . .  . H
It is well known that the completion of the set of all G-potentials Gm of
55 finite G-energy with respect to the energy norm is the Sobolev space e
1.  wx wx . HDRao 9 or Landkof 8 . 0
We will show that on the space of K-potentials Km with finite K-energy,
55 we can define a norm # by
55
2 Km #[ Km xd m x 14 . .  . H
55 and the completion of this space of functions with respect to # is again
1. the Sobolev space HD . 0ENERGY INEQUALITIES 429
2. MAIN RESULT
It is well known that the operator G satisfies the strong maximum
 . . principle. We will show that the operator K or its kernel K ?,? satisfies
wx the weak maximum principle as defined in Landkof 8 ; that is, if for a
nonnegative, measurable function f on D
Kf F 1 on supp f : D,
then
Kf F h everywhere on D,
. where h is a certain positive constant h G 1 . In order to prove the weak
maximum principle for the operator K, we will need a simple lemma.
dd . LEMMA 2.1. Let D ; R , d G 3, be a bounded domain, q g K K D , and
the gauge g is bounded. Then for a stopping time T, the function
hxs EeT ; T - t 15 . .  . xq
is a bounded function on D.
Proof. Using the strong Markov property and Jensen’s inequality, for
x g D we have
t T t H q X . ds H q X . ds H q X . ds 0 s 0 s 0 s wx Ee ; T - t s Ee Ee ; T - t xx X T
T t H q X . ds E H q X . ds 0 sX 0 s T G Ee e ; T - t x
T t H q X . ds yE H <q< X . ds 0 sX 0 s T G Ee e ; T - t . x
w t<< .x wx . Since E H qX d sis a bounded function of x on D 4, Theorem 3.2 , x 0 s
h is bounded.
Now we are ready to prove the weak maximum principle.
PROPOSITION 2.2. The potential operator K satisfies the weak maximum
principle.
Proof. Let f: D ª R be a nonnegative function with supp f : D such
that
4 Kf F 1o n f ) 0.
4 Let F be compact subsets of f ) 0 such that f s f1 increase to f a.e. nn F n
Thus f ) 0o nF and f s 0 outside; i.e., f has support in F . Then nn n n n
Kf ­Kf everywhere. nVESNA PERISIC ˇ￿ 430
Let T be the stopping time defined by n
4 T s inf t ) 0; X g F , t - t . nt n
For x g D, simple calculations and the strong Markov property give
t
Kf x s Ee t f X d t ; T - t .  .  . H nx q n t n
Tn
F EeTK f X ; T - t . . xqn T n n
F EeT; T - t F M. . xqn n
The last inequality follows from Lemma 2.1. Now taking the limit, we have
the claim.
. REMARK 2.3. By the same proof, replacing f X dt by dA , where A is the tt
additi¨e functional of a measure m on D, we get the weak maximum principle
 . . for K or its kernel K ?,? ; i.e., if for a positi¨e measure m, Km F 1 on the
. support of m, then Km F Me ¨erywhere, where M is some constant M G 1.
REMARK 2.4. For a nonnegati¨e measure m, the potential Gm is lower
semicontinuous relati¨e to the measure m. That means if
lim fxd m x s fxd m x , f g C
` D , . . . .  . HH nc p
nª` DD
then
Gm x F liminf Gm x , x g D.1 6 . .  . n
nª`
4 Additionally, if m is monotonically increasing, then n
Gm x s lim Gm x , x g D.1 7 . .  . n
nª`
wx Proof. Ref. 8 .
Note that the potential Km is lower semicontinuous as well since K has
a lower semicontinuous kernel.
PROPOSITION 2.5. The operator K has a positi¨e definite character; that is,
the inequality
Kf, f G 01 8 .  .
 << << . holds for any real, measurable function f on D such that K f , f - `.ENERGY INEQUALITIES 431
Proof. Using symmetry of S, we have
`
Kf, f s Sf , fd t .  . H t
0
`
s Sf , Sf d t . H tr2 tr2
0
`
2 55 s Sfd t G 0. H 2 tr2
0
From the positive character of the operator K, we have that the energy
inequality for K holds, i.e.,
1r21 r2 Kf, q F Kf, fK q , q .1 9 . . .  .
dd . REMARK 2.6. Let D be a bounded domain in R , d G 3, and q g K K D .
 << << . << << . Then the energies G q , q and K q , q are finite.
Proof. The claims of the remark follow directly since the potentials
<< << wx 1. Gq and Kqare bounded functions 4 , and q g LDfor a bounded
domain D.
In order to prove our main result, we will need an important relation
between K- and G-potential which is given in the next proposition.
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let D be a bounded domain in R
d, d G 3, and
d. q g K K D with finite gauge.
.  << << . i Let f: D ª R be a measurable function such that G f , f - `.
<< << . . Then for almost all x, Kq G f x- `, and for each such x,
Kf x s Gf x q K qGf x .2 0 . .  . .  .
.  << << . ii Let f: D ª R be a measurable function such that K f , f - `.
<< << . . Then for almost all x, Gq Kf x- `, and for each such x,
Kf x s Gf x q G qKf x .2 1 . .  . .  .
.  << << . << << . Proof. iI fGf, f - `, then q ,Gf - `. Indeed, by the energy
inequality for the operator G and Remark 2.6, we have
1r21 r2 << << << << << << q ,Gf F q ,Gq f,Gf - `. . . .
Further,
<<<< <<<< Kq G f,1 s qGf, K1 . . .
55 < < < < F K1 qGf,1 - `, . `VESNA PERISIC ˇ￿ 432
55 where the first equality follows by the symmetry of K, and K1 is fin- `
. ite because of finite gauge Theorem 1.1 . So for each x such that
<< << . . Kq G f x- `, we have by the Markov property
t
<< << << << Kq G f xs Ee t q X G f X d t  .  .. . . H xq t t
0
t t
<< << s Ee t q X f X d u d t - `. .  .  . HH xq t u
0 t
It follows that Fubini’s theorem applies, and for such x we have
t
Kq G f xs Ee t q X G f X d t  .  .  . .. H xq t t
0
t t
s Ee t q Xf X d u d t .  .  . HH xq t u
0 t
t u
s Ef Xe t q X d t d u .  . . HH xu q t
00
t
s Ef X e u y 1 du . . . H xu q
0
s Kf x y Gf x . . .
<< << . . Thus, for each x such that Kq G f x- `, we have
Kf x s Gf x q K qGf x . . .  . .
.  . ii Similarly repeating the arguments as in i , we have the claim.
. REMARK 2.8. As the proof shows, the relation 20 holds almost e¨ery-
where if
<< << qx G fxd x - ` 22 . .  . H
D
. and the relation 21 holds almost e¨erywhere if
<< << qxK fxd x - `.2 3 . .  . H
D
. Recall that K ?,? is a kernel satisfying a weak maximum principle for
wx K. So from 11 we have for each measure m,
2 Km F cK m Km ,2 4 . .  .
where c is a positive constant.ENERGY INEQUALITIES 433
4 THEOREM 2.9. Let m be a sequence of measures on D such that the n
4 corresponding sequence of potentials Km is bounded in energy. Then there n
4 4 exist a measure m and a subsequence m : m such that m ª m nn n ii
¨aguely.
wx 4 Proof. According to Theorem 0.6 in 8 , it is enough to show that mn
is bounded on compacts; that is, for any compact set C : D, there exists a
constant M such that C
m C F M , for every n g N.2 5 . . nC
Let w: D ª R be a positive, bounded function. Then, since Kw is lower
semicontinuous and strictly positive, we have
inf Kw x ; x g C ) 02 6 4 .  .
for any compact set C : D. The energy inequality
1r21 r2 w, Km F Kw, w Km , m .  .  . nn n
. and symmetry of K give that Kw, m is a bounded sequence. Using n
simple calculation, we obtain
0 - inf Kw x ; x g C m C 4 . . n
F Kw xd m x F Kw xd m x , . . . . HH nn
CD
and the assertion follows.
4 THEOREM 2.10. Let m be a sequence of measures supported in D such n
4 that Km is bounded in energy and m ª m ¨aguely. Then Km ª Km nn n
weakly in energy.
wx Proof. Ref. 8 .
THEOREM 2.11. Let n be a signed measure of finite K-energy. There exists
a measure m of finite K-energy such that
. << i Kn F Km a.e.
.  .  . ii Km, m F 16 Kn, n .
Proof. Let
a [ inf K n y l , n y l ; l a measure of finite energy . 27 4 .  . .VESNA PERISIC ˇ￿ 434
Let m G 0 such that n
K n y m , n y m ª a.2 8 .  . . nn
. Then Km , m is bounded. nn
We use the previous two theorems to extract a measure m
X such that
m ª m
X vaguely and Km ª Km
X weakly in energy as n ª `. Then, since nn
K has a lower semicontinuous kernel, we have
liminf Km , m G Km
X, m
X 29 .  .  . nn
nª`
and
K n y m
X , n y m
X s Kn, n q Km
X, m
X y 2 Kn, m
X .  .  . . .
F Kn, n q liminf Km , m y 2 Kn, m .  .  . . nn n
nª`
s liminf K n y m , n y m . . . nn
nª`

X.
X. Thus a s K n y m , n y m . This implies that, for any positive measure
e and t ) 0,
K n y m
X y te , n y m
X y te G K n y m
X , n y m
X .3 0 .  .  . .  .
Expanding, dividing by t, and letting t ª 0, we obtain
K n y m
X , e F 0. 31 .  . .
Hence, clearly
Kn F Km
X a.e. 32 .
Again from the definition of the measure m
X, we have
K n y m
X , n y m
X F K n y e , n y e 33 .  .  . .  .
for any measure e of finite K-energy. Especially for e ' 0 we obtain
K n y m
X , n y m
X F Kn, n .3 4 .  .  . .
. Using symmetry of K and the Cauchy]Schwarz inequality, Eq. 34 leads
to
Km
X, m
X F 4 Kn, n .3 5 .  .  .
Similarly, replacing n by yn, there is a measure m
Y such that
yKn s K yn F Km
Y a.e. and Km
Y, m
Y F 4 Kn, n .3 6 .  .  .  .ENERGY INEQUALITIES 435
Now, it is easy to see that the measure m s m
X q m
Y satisfies the properties
of the theorem.
COROLLARY 2.12. Let n be a signed measure of finite G-energy. There
exists a measure m such that
. << i Gn F Gm a.e.
.  .  . ii Gm, m F 16 Gn, n .
Proof. The claim follows directly from Theorem 2.11 with q ' 0.
In the next theorem are given important inequalities for a signed
measure of finite energies.
d. THEOREM 2.13. For q g K K D and a signed measure m of finite G- and
K-energy, there exists a constant c such that
2 << qx K m xd x F cK m, m 37 .  . .  .  . H
D
and
2 << qx G m xd x F cG m, m .3 8 .  . .  .  . H
D
Proof. According to Theorem 2.11, we can find a positive measure n
such that
<<
X Km F Kn a.e. and Kn, n F cK m, m , .  .
X . with c a positive constant. Then, using in addition the inequality 24 ,
<< symmetry of K, and the fact that Kqis bounded, we have
22 << << qx K m xd x F qx K n xd x .  . . .  . . HH
DD
<< F cq x K nKn xd x .  . . H 0
D
<< s cK n xK qxd n x . . . H 0
D
F cK n xd n x . . H 1
D
F cK m, m , . 2
where c , c , and c are positive constants. Similarly, we prove the other 01 2
inequality.VESNA PERISIC ˇ￿ 436
The K- and G-energy are equivalent. This equivalence is the main result
of this paper and it is given in the next theorem.
dd . THEOREM 2.14. Let D be a bounded domain in R , d G 3, q g K K D ,
and let the gauge g be finite for some x g D. Then there exists a positi¨e
constant a such that, for any real measurable function f on D with finite
 << << . energy G f , f , we ha¨e
1
Gf, f F Kf, f F a Gf, f .3 9 . ..  .
a
 << << . << << . Proof. Assume both Kf , f and Gf, f are finite. Using the
. relation 21 of Proposition 2.7 between G- and K-potential, symmetry of
G, the Cauchy]Schwarz inequality, and the last theorem, we have
Kf, f s Gf, f q G qKf , f . .  . .
s Gf, f q qKf,Gf .  .
1r21 r2 << << F Gf, f q qK f , Kf q Gf,Gf . . .
1r21 r2 F Gf, f q cK f , fG f , f , . . .
with some positive constant c. From this inequality it follows easily that
.  2. . Kf, f F 1 q 2cG f , f . Using similar manipulations as above, we prove
the second inequality.
  << << . 4 55
2 REMARK 2.15. Let E Es Kf; Kf , f - ` and define Kf # s
. 55 Kf, f . Then # defines a norm on E E.
COROLLARY 2.16. Let f be a real, measurable function on D and assume
1. that Gf is in the Sobole¨ space H D . Then Kf is in the Sobole¨ space 0
1. << << . HD . Con¨ersely, if K f , f - `, then Gf is in the Sobole¨ space 0
1. HD . 0
Proof. We have to prove that
­Kf
2 g LD , j s 1,2,..., d,4 0 . .
­ xj
where the partial derivatives are taken in the sense of distributions. Using
. ii of Proposition 2.7, that is,
Kf s Gf q G qKf a.e. on D,4 1 .  .
wx 2. and the Minkowski]Riesz inequality 6 , =Kf is in LDif =Gf and
. 2. . 1. =G qKf are in LD . Equation 12 gives that for Gf g HD , the 0ENERGY INEQUALITIES 437
. 2. energy Gf, f is finite. Since =Gfg LDaccording to the assumption, it
. 2. remains to prove that =G qKf g LD . First, we define
2 << << 2 LD , q s f: D ª R; qxf xd x - ` .4 2 . .  . . H 5
D
From Theorem 2.13 and Theorem 2.14, it follows that for a function f
. 2 << . such that Gf, f is finite, the potential Kf is in LD , q . Consequently,
2 << . it is enough to show that for c g LD , q , the integral
<< << << << qxc xG qc xd x 43 . . .  . . H
D
is finite.
2 << . For c g LD , q , let
<< c x [ c n nx , x g D.4 4 . .  . . n
By The Cauchy]Schwarz inequality, we have
<< << qx c xG q c xd x . . . . H nn
D
1r21 r2
2 2 << << << F qx c xd x qx Gq c xd x,4 5 . . . .  . . . HH nn /  / DD
. and by the inequality 38 of Theorem 2.13, we have
2 << << << << qxGq c xd x F cq x c xG q c xd x 46 . . . . .  . . . . HH nn n
DD
for some positive constant c.
. . Thus from Eqs. 45 and 46 , we obtain
<< << qx c xG q c xd x . . . . H nn
D
1r21 r2
2 << << << F cq x c xd x qx c xG q c xd x . . . . . . . HH nn n /  / DD
47 .
Further, we have
<< << 2 << << 0 - qx c xG q c xd x F nq x G q x d x .4 8 . . . . .  . . . HH nn
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. The expression on the right-hand side of the inequality 48 is finite since
d. q g K K D has finite G-energy, and so dividing both sides of the inequal-
. ity in 47 by
1r2
<< << qx c xG q c xd x , . . . . H nn / D
we obtain
1r21 r2
2 << << << qx c xG q c xd x F cq x c xd x .4 9 . . . . .  . . HH nn n /  / DD
From the definition of c , the integral on the right-hand side is dominated n
by
<< 2 qx c xd x , . . H
D
2 << . which is finite since c is in LD , q . So, we have
<< <<
X << 2 qx c xG q c xd x F cq x c xd x - `.5 0 . . . . .  . . HH nn
DD
Now, applying Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem and Remark
. 2.4, we have shown that the integral in Eq. 43 is finite and so we have
shown the first part of the corollary. The second part follows directly using
the first part and Theorem 2.14.
Further interesting result considering K-potential is given in the next
theorem.
1. d. THEOREM 2.17. For f g L D and q g KD , the operator T defined
by
Tf s f q qKf 51 .
1. is one-to-one and onto L D .
Proof. The theorem will be proved in a few steps.
1. 1. Step 1. First we note that T: LDª LD . This follows from
<< symmetry of K, Fubini’s theorem, and the fact that Kqis bounded.
Step 2. T is one-to-one. Indeed, suppose
Tf s f q qKfs 0. 52 .ENERGY INEQUALITIES 439
wx 1. << . << . Then Gf q qKf s 0. If f g LD , then H qxKfxd x - ` and so, D
as Remark 2.8 shows,
wx Kf s Gf q qKf ,
. and hence Kf s 0. So from Eqs. 52 , f ' 0. Thus T is one-to-one.
1. Step 3. The range of T is dense in LD . Otherwise there exists
`. 0 k g g LDsuch that
f q qKf, g s 0 for every f g L
1 D .5 3 .  .  .
. From Eq. 53 it follows
f, g q Kqg s 0 for every f g L
1 D ,5 4 .  .  .
which leads to
g q Kqgs 0, 55 .
d. and so for q g K K D we obtain
qg q qKqgs 0. 56 .
1. But since qg g LD , we get as before qg s 0, which implies Kqgs 0 and
so g ' 0.
<< <<55 4 Step 4. The set qKf; f F 1 is uniformly integrable. To see 1
this, first note that
<< < < << << 5 << 5 q x Kf x dxF fx K qxd x F Kq .5 7 . . . .  . HH `
DD
 << . Second, if A has small measure, then because q is in the Kato class
<< . Kq 1 is uniformly small. So A
<< < < << << << q x Kf x dxF fx Kq 1 xd x F Kq 15 8 . . . .  . . . HH AA `
AD
is small. This proves uniform integrability.
1 . .. Step 5. Let f ª f weakly in LD , i.e., H fx g xd x ª nD n
.. `. 1. H fxgxd xfor every g g LD . Then qKf ª qKf strongly in LD . Dn
To see this, suppose first that f G 0. Since K has a lower semicontinu- n
ous kernel,
liminf Kf G Kf.5 9 . n
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1. Also since f ª f weakly in LD , we have n
lim Kf x dxs lim fx K 1 xd x . . . HH nn
nª` nª` DD
s fxK 1 xd x s Kf x dx. . . . HH
DD
We conclude
lim Kf s Kf a.e. 60 . n
nª`
It follows that qKf converges to qKf a.e. Since qKf is uniformly inte- nn
grable, we have
qKf ª qKf strongly in L
1 D .6 1 . . n
Splitting f into f
q and f
y, we get the general case. nnn
555 5 4 Step 6. inf Tf ; f s 1 ) 0. If not, we can find f such that 11 n
55 f s 1 and 1 n
55 yn Tf F 2. 6 2 . 1 n
55 But, as Step 4 shows, qKf is uniformly integrable, and since f q qKf 1 nn n
ª 0, we see that f is uniformly integrable. By choosing a subsequence if n
1. necessary, we may assume f ª f g LDweakly. n
55 From Step 5 we get that qKf ª qKf strongly. Since f q qKf ª 0, 1 nn n
we get f ª f strongly and n
f q qKfs 0. 63 .
55 Now using Step 2, we get f ' 0. This contradicts f s 1 and f ª 0 1 nn
strongly.
Step 7. Step 6 says that the range of T is closed, and from Step 3 the
1. 1. range of T is dense in LD . Thus T is onto LD , proving the theorem.
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